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LEADERS 

Passage: Acts 8:26-40

Review - Blueprint to Unity:
1. Get uncomfortable by getting out of bed
2. Get uncomfortable by asking God what road to walk down
3. Get uncomfortable by going up to someone else’s chariot
4. Get uncomfortable by getting into that chariot

Questions:
1. What makes you uncomfortable about pursuing reconciliation?
2. Whose chariot do you need to get in?
3. How do you show Jesus by building relationships with people who do not look like you or 
think like you?

SPEAKER: DANIELLE STRICKLAND

1. How do you feel about the statistic that 92% of the people in Rwanda were in church the 
week before the massacre? What do you think about Danielle’s question “what happened 
to the gospel?” - are there areas where we seem to have lost the point of the gospel today?

2. If you could build a “transformation village” to help bring reconciliation and restoration to 
someone, who would you invite to be there?

3. Do you think that God is closer when people are hurting? Why or why not? How have you 
experienced that?

SPEAKER: LOUIE GIGLIO
Passage: John 1, Romans 6:23

Questions
1. How does it make you feel when you think about your opportunity to have a personal rela-
tionship with the creator of the Universe?

2. Tonight Louie talked about the difference between the idea that ‘sin makes us bad,’ and 
the idea that ‘sin makes us dead.’ How do you see sin?

3. Tonight Louie said “Jesus didn’t come to make you better, but to bring you back to life!” 
What does that mean to you? How does that make you feel?

SPEAKER: CARLOS WHITTAKER

SPEAKER: DANIELLE STRICKLAND

SPEAKER: LOUIE GIGLIO
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